A Generalized Mechanism beyond NLP for Real-Time Detection of Cyber Abuse through Facial Expression Analytics
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cyber abuse is amongst the biggest challenges to young people as a result of time spent online. It creates an environment that can yield significantly negative short-term and long-term impacts for victims [1, 2]. Furthermore, cyber abuse is not a problem only for young people, or for people in a particular society, but is increasingly affecting citizens across all ages across the globe today. Detecting (which will potentially lead to combating) instances of cyber abuse is thus a topic of urgent interest today.

1.1 State-of-the-Art in Detecting Cyber Abuse

a) Crowd-Supported Detection: Popular social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc. use crowd-sourced reporting features to identify actions indicative of cyber bullying and/or abuse. However, this approach is problematic and perhaps exhibits limited appeal, since real instances of cyber abuse often go un-reported [3], and even more dangerous are situations when users flag someone as abusive when they actually are innocent. The key challenge here stems from most users lacking a robust understanding of what constitutes cyber abuse due to complexities in interpreting language, acronyms, codes, contexts, emotions, and more. Furthermore, setting metrics and thresholds for social media platforms to actually flag someone as a bully is not at all easy today considering diversification in social media usage [4].

b) Natural Language Processing (NLP) Based Techniques: There is a significant body of work in the academia to detect cyber abuse from an NLP perspective [1, 3, 5–8]. Using a combination of words, sentiment analysis, and sequences of words (by carefully identifying suspicious key words (e.g., “die”, “hate”, “drugs”, “abuse”), ...
etc.), or inappropriate content in images (e.g., a bottle of alcohol, or a knife, or a gun) to flag them. Very minimal NLP or Image Processing is accomplished in this regard. Naturally, the false positive rate is too high, and after sometime, interests of parents wane out due to many false alarms.

### 1.2 Our Novel Approach to Detect Cyber Abuse

In this paper, we envisage a novel approach to detect instances of cyber abuse via monitoring unique facial features of a perpetrator during an actual episode of abuse. It is accepted that human beings exhibit six different kinds of dominant emotions via their faces that are recognizable by other humans [12]. These are anger, happiness, surprise, disgust, sadness and fear. We are intrigued by the possibility that perpetrators of cyber abuse, when they actually engage in the process of abuse will have unique expressions on their faces that can be an indicator of abuse. In a very recent study [13] done by Pozzoli et al., some interesting aspects of emotion and cyber abuse are presented. The most interesting and relevant findings from [13] are that a) those that can detect “fear” in others tend to be better at finding potential victims for abuse; while b) those that can detect “anger” are better at avoiding victimization by bullies. In parallel, we are aware of recent trends in detecting fear and other emotions via processing facial expressions [14–16]. Thus, with our intuition, and findings from recent studies, the premise of designing a system that is able to recognize subtle facial expressions of bullies during an on-going episode becomes strong. Such a system if successful is language agnostic.

#### Figure 1: Screen-shot of our customized social networking platform “Social Net”

### 1.3 Our Contributions

In this paper, we aim to design a system that is capable of detecting intentions of abuse by a perpetrator via analyzing subtle changes in facial expressions recorded from a camera in the device the person is typing from. Our specific contributions are as follows.

- **a) Designing a Customized Social Network Platform:** We develop and deploy a customized social networking platform named “Social Net” in this paper (Figure 1). It is a desktop-based platform for interacting with social media posts, with an added feature that the application running on the platform captures seven photos of a user every second. The images are sent to a server in real-time for processing.

- **b) Real Experiments on Abuse in Our Platform:** Based on extensive user interviews, mining existing social media usages, and taking local cultures (Bangladesh, in our study) into account, we then identify a series of topics that participants were asked to engage others on. These topics had a high change to trigger abuse-related conversations in a social media platform such as ours. Having a total of 15 participants active in our platform for a week, we identified 5925 and 25575 sample points indicative of abusive and non-abusive content respectively. Recall that throughout the experiment, the images of subjects were being recorded from the device. Initially, we collected images from our participants without prior notifications to avoid biased inputs. At the completion of the study, we notified them about the image capturing, and they agreed to let us use the images in our research study, as long as identities were not revealed.

- **c) Feature Extraction, Machine Learning, and Evaluations:** Then, after carefully tagging the images as indicative of ones with abusive intent or otherwise, we identify a total of 15 facial features, and finally narrow down to four that clearly separate one class from the other. At a high level, the features we extract indicate emotions most related to anger. Using these four features, and a Random Forest based classification algorithm, we achieve 98% accuracy for same-user evaluation and up to 74% accuracy for cross-user evaluation in detecting cyber abuse.

- **d) Real-Time Detection Module:** Finally, we develop an application to indicate presence of abusive intent in cyber communications. Since real-time intervention is our ultimate concern, we include a real-time alarm generator module within “Social Net” for detecting abusive intent, and generate an alarm when that happens. We conduct user evaluations of our application in real settings with five participants and achieve up to 72% accuracy (with an average of 69% accuracy). Usability study on the same set of participants shows that despite the fact our solution captures images from users, they think the solution is effective and will discourage abusers. We explain our platform, questionnaire, posts, and other details of this experiment later in this paper in Section 4.

### 2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we present a review or related literature. We start with the research studies done so far for detecting cyber abuse. Finally, we show context that support our proposed system.

Detecting cyber bullying and abuse has been rigorously investigated over the last decade. Researchers have mostly focused on textual data analysis [6–8, 17, 18]. For example, Nandini et al., attempt to use Fuzzy logic to filter the input text to prepare for classification, and detect cyber abuse using genetic algorithms [8]. Reynolds et al., worked with machine learning on textual data and show an accuracy of 78.5% in detection of cyber abuse using C4.5 Decision tree learner and instance based learner [17]. They use “Amazon’s Mechanical Turk” web service to label the textual data as related to cyber bullying or not. Dinakar et al., apply common sense reasoning on textual data for the purpose of abuse detection [18]. They have constructed a common sense knowledge base “BullySpace” and utilized their proposed technique “AnalogySpace” for applying common sense reasoning to detect abuse. Chen et al., perform another investigation through incorporating abusers’ personal context with textual data such as writing style (e.g., number of capital and small letters used, ratio of short sentences, etc.) [19] to detect abuse. They propose a Lexical Syntactic
Feature (LSF) architecture to do so. However, this work also uses textual analysis along with personal feature based separation.

The problems with existing NLP approaches are that they are trained for specific languages only (primarily English). There are more than 6500 languages in this world [11]. Thus, it becomes impossible for social networks to generalize abuse/bully detection. Moreover young people today tend to use different short message forms [20], which makes text-based solutions much harder to succeed. Code mixing [9] and code switching [10], which are common practices today, stretch the extent of difficulty in using textual data analysis for real-time cyber abuse detection. Nonetheless, Sari et al., observe that textual data from both cyber abuse and aggressive jokes are often correlated [21], which add yet another complex dimension in textual analysis for cyber abuse detection.

Considering all these challenges in text based detection of cyber abuse, we are intrigued by the possibility of using real-time facial analytics to generalize abuse detection. Computing techniques in the realm of facial expression is a well studied topic [22–24]. For example, Barlett et al., achieve 85% accuracy in detection of pain by measuring facial movements and pattern recognition using computer vision [22]. Bonanno et al., in a psychological study, examine disclosure-nondisclosure of childhood sexual abuse in relation to nonverbal expressions of emotion in faces of subjects [25]. They find dissimilarities in expressions between abused and non-abused persons. Besides, Christani et al., employ Social Signal Processing (SSP) based on video surveillance for identifying non verbal cues such as face expressions, gazing, and body postures to relate them with context dependent activities [26]. Garcia et al., show that people exhibit emotional state changes while interacting online [16].

In the realm of connecting abusive behaviour with human emotions, studies show that there are strong correlations between anger and intent to abuse/ bully [27–31]. In other words, when a subject is intending to abuse or bully someone, then the subject is most likely to express the emotion of anger. Wang et. al., experimented with 464 young Chinese adults and applied social-cognitive model along with general aggression model [29]. The study concluded that cyber abuse is positively and significantly associated with anger. Bosworth et al., in another study observe that anger was a powerful predictor of abusive behavior [28]. They conclude that high levels of anger are significantly associated with the highest levels of abuse. Another study by Hussain et al., show that victims of abuse exhibit anger-in phenomenon as opposed to anger-out by perpetrators of abuse. These works establish the fact that abusive behavior can be revealed through facial expressions, and is worthy of investigation. Based on success of peer research in the space of showing the feasibility of emotion recognition through facial expression analytics [13, 32, 33], we envision detecting complex facial expressions that could indicate intent to abuse, hence paving the way for a language agnostic technique.

In terms of other related work, a compelling study done by Gheiratmand et al., show that Schizophrenia can be predicted by large-scale data analysis using functional Magnetic Resource Imaging (fMRI) [34]. They achieve 74% accuracy in generalized detection of Schizophrenia using a combination of imagery from a subject’s physical biometrics and brain imagery. Researchers have also worked on finding unique signatures from keystrokes for authentication purpose [35], which is also a behavioral marker.

To summarize, our motivation in this study is to analyze facial expressions of persons that intend to abuse in cyber space. To the best of our knowledge, facial expression based cyber abuse identification in real time, is yet to be investigated in the literature and our study is the first one in this field.

3 PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2 shows our proposed facial-analytics based architecture to detect if a subject is engaging in an instance of perpetrating cyber abuse. Our proposed architecture is divided into two major parts. First is the surveillance, which keeps capturing photos from users and extracts facial feature dynamics. Second is matching those extracted dynamics with pre-defined patterns (using machine learning) to detect intent to abuse in real-time.

3.1 Surveillance and Facial Expression Analytics Generation

At the outset, to solve our problem of detecting patterns of abusive intent from facial expressions, we perform a series of techniques - face detection, image manipulation, dark spot separation, and so on. First step towards finding facial feature dynamics requires identification of face, which we have done using OpenCV [36].

a) Face Extraction using OpenCV: We have used OpenCV [36] to identify a face and crop the identified face (Figure 3a). Haar-cascade classifiers were used to identify the facial shape from the gathered photos. It is reported that 95% accuracy can be achieved for face detection using OpenCV [36]. However, in the case that multiple faces are detected inside a single photo, we ensure that only the center face is processed for our purpose. This is most reasonable for our situation. The face extracted as such was resized and saved into fixed 300 × 300 pixels (Figure 3a). This ensures consistent measurement of features irrespective of distance from camera.

b) Image Manipulation & Skin Color based Segmentation: To extract facial features indicative of abusive intent, we need to identify dark spots, and their separation using skin color based manipulation. Every face contains certain dark spots such as eyebrow,
We use two parameters namely contrast (α) which represents those darker spots.

Next, we perform color-based segmentation [38, 39]. Here, we adapt default skin color tone as Caucasian RGB (239, 208, 207). We convert all pixels into two colors. First, pixel colors that are greater than RGB (45, 45, 45) are converted into the color RGB (224, 255, 255). Rest of the pixel colors are converted into RGB (255, 255, 0), which represents those darker spots.

c) Facial Feature Points and Distance Dynamics Extraction: We extract six facial feature points from the dark regions. These are the topmost points of left eye and right eye, topmost points of left nostril and right nostril, and left most and right most points of mouth (Figure 4b). Besides, to explore patterns while being involved in cyber abuse, we utilize feature distance dynamics between each pair from these six points. Thus, we consider a total of 6C2 = 15 feature distances at the beginning. Here, we use Euclidean distances. For each photo, we calculate these fifteen feature distances (Figure 4b). The reason for exploring only fifteen features (more specifically feature distances) are mainly because of maintaining the criteria of making a real-time application for abuse detection. More features will require more computational time, which might limit the possibility of our solution to perform detection of cyber abuse in real-time. Note that the feature points under our exploration have been frequently adopted or realized by several existing research studies for emotion recognition [12, 33, 40–44]. Also, many research studies have specifically looked into Euclidean distance between points in faces for feature selection for emotion recognition/facial expression [32, 45–47].

3.2 Real-Time Cyber Abuse Detection

The final step in our system is detection of an instance of abuse. In training our system, after analyzing all the photos based on our features, we generate a two dimensional matrix. Here, each row represents one photo, and the fifteen columns in the row represents 15 distance features. After the generation of the matrix, we mark each row by one of the two possible labels - "abusive" and "non-abusive". This marking procedure is described in the following section. After marking all the rows, we apply machine learning algorithms to train our system for learning a pattern. We find that Random Forests [48] provide the best accuracy of 98% for our purpose while having our dataset divided into 80% for training and 20% for testing. We elaborate the complete process for finding individual and generalized patterns in the next section.

4 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS

A critical challenge in our experiments was collecting data at the moment of abuse. In our initial experimentation we thought about developing a module that could capture photos while users use social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter, etc. However, this could not ensure providing us information about which photo is related to actual cyber abuse episode as there is no way to determine or interpret the activities of a user. However, in order to tag any ground truth data as "abusive" or "non-abusive", we need to know exactly which photos are captured from user’s face during a particular comment, and what the user’s intentions were then. Thus, we need to have a mechanism for relating every photo with corresponding comments and emotions. Therefore, we develop a customized application called "Social Net" with photo capturing capability (Figure 1). While a user engages with "Social Net", photos are taken using a webcam and corresponding features are saved pertinent to each of those photos. Thus, a sample point represents a single photo, associated features, timing of that photo, related post number, interaction type of the user at that moment. Note that our system captures photos without any action or notification to the user. We do so as people could get conscious with the knowledge of capturing photos, and therefore, might provide non-spontaneous fabricated expressions [49].

All captured photos are processed for analysis in our scheme. Note though that in real life implementations of our approach, only feature data and associated algorithms will be saved in the server end for analyzing. The process of image generation, pre-processing and feature extraction from users will be performed in the user-end. Therefore, in such a real-life implementation, privacy will not be impacted, since raw images will not be shared with server.

Now, in order to experiment with our "Social Net" system for our problem, we design it like a honey trap, and present a certain degree of provocative contents to induce a certain degree of abusive actions. These contents were collected from Facebook. We have applied brainstorming sessions, while emphasizing on culture, norms,
and thought process of potential survey participants to gather these contents, while respecting sensitivities (i.e., avoiding content that can be deemed too provocative). We have gone through popular groups in Facebook and collected controversial posts. We also provided normal posts such as jokes, memes etc., inside "Social Net" to invoke non-abusive actions. One thing to note is that since, this paper focus on the perspective of the person engaging in abuse, only his/her facial expressions are captured. The party at the other end of this communication in our system were adult volunteers and they were notified of the study details.

We find that participants did use abusive language and intended to abuse in our system during our experimentation. Throughout each session, we capture 1000-4000 photos per person while they were using "Social Net" at the interval of 150 ms per image, which is equivalent to seven shots per second, so that we do not miss any subtle change in facial expressions. We collected a total of 31500 photos from 15 adults (Table 1). Besides, users are offered the opportunity to interact with the system using "like" and "comment" options. These comments are subsequently used to label the feature data between two clusters of actions - "abusive" and "non-abusive". We invited ten separate volunteer to mark the comments as "abusive" or "non-abusive" after careful reading the posts. One very interesting thing we observed was that the language used in our system was a mixture of multiple languages (primarily, Bengali and English), and there were significant use of acronyms, local slang and codes. Like we mentioned earlier, NLP based approaches are too complex to design in such cases, hence further validating the motivation for our work to glean abuse intent from facial expressions. The demographics of our 15 participants is presented in Fig 7.

Note that we maintain a separate file that keeps track of the photos captured during each and every comment. We mark the feature data extracted from those photos that were captured during an abusive comment as "abusive". Together, they make "abusive" cluster data. All other feature data are in "non-abusive" cluster data. We feed feature data dynamics into "WEKA", a machine learning tool, used to analyze using various machine learning algorithms [50]. We use several machine learning classifier algorithms (namely Naive-Bayes, Multilayer Perception, Bagging, Random committee, Random Forest, Random Tree, etc.) to find the best possible algorithm for our purpose. In our first machine learning experimentation phase we train the machine using a set of individual’s own feature data and test on another set of that user’s feature data. To do so, we divide the data set for each of the 15 individuals into 80% for training and 20% for testing inside "Weka" at its choice. Besides, we divide 80% consecutive rows separately and used for training and last 20% consecutive rows for testing. We find that Random Forest algorithm provides the best results for our classification task with an accuracy up to 100% having an average of 98%.

### Table 1: Count of abusive and non-abusive sample points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Total no. of photos</th>
<th>% of photos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abusive</td>
<td>5925</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-abusive</td>
<td>25575</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Individual Abusive Pattern Recognition in Facial Expression

In all experiments presented from now on, we use the Random Forest algorithm, as we find it as the most effective one in our experiments. Here, we divide each individual’s data between training and testing datasets (90% training and 10% testing dataset), which provides an average accuracy of 99%. This accuracy demonstrates that our approach is highly capable of detecting cyber abuse while trained with data from the same person.

4.2 Common Abusive Pattern Recognition in Facial Expressions

This approach applied on the same individual may not work for finding common patterns, as distances between facial aspects can be different for each person. Thus, we need a normalization of distance dynamics to make them more generalized. We use the following equation to normalize the distance dynamics.

$$\text{Normalized distance} = \frac{\text{distance between any two points}}{\sqrt{\text{(LEU-MR+REU-ML)}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

We perform the normalization task through dividing all distance values by the average of distances - 1) from top most left eye point to right most mouth point, and 2) from top most right eye point to left most mouth point. We compute fifteen normalized distance dynamics for all the datasets and train up the machine with multiple persons’ data to eventually test on another person’s data. We randomly take 6, 8, 10, and 12 peoples’ data for training, and test over on other persons to see if abusive behavior can be identified in this cross-person manner. This normalization and cross platform testing provides only 10% to 20% accuracy. Therefore, to achieve a better accuracy, we narrow down to few core facial dynamics that mostly contribute to the changes in facial expressions pattern at the time of abuse.

**Extracting Core Facial Expression Dynamics:** We plot all the fifteen distance dynamics for all individuals and attempt to identify the dynamics that have the most influence on the change in expressions. Here, we perform a centroid based analysis. We calculate centroid for the “abusive” and “non-abusive” clusters respective to all fifteen dynamics. We observe that there are four core facial expression dynamics, which have exhibit most changes for these two clusters than the remaining other eleven facial expression dynamics. The four core facial expression dynamics are: a) LEU-ML, b) LNU-ML, c) REU-MR, and d) RNU-MR (Figure 5). Here, LEU means Left Eye Uppermost Point; LNU means Left Nostril Upmost Point; REU means Right Eye Uppermost Point; RNU means Right Nostril Uppermost Point; ML/ MR means Mouth-Left Most Corner/ Mouth Right-Most Corner; and the symbol "-" means distance between. These are highlighted in Fig 4. Next, we investigate generation of common patterns using these four dynamics with normalized values. Note that dealing with more feature point distances demands more computational power, and therefore, our goal was to explore with a lower number of feature points or distances to keep resource overhead as small as possible. Accordingly, we train up our machine learning algorithm with multiple persons’ data covering the four normalized dynamics and tested on others based on the same
four dynamics. This gives us an accuracy of up to 58% and also holds a result for individual pattern finding with an accuracy of 94%. Thus, we come to two realizations up to this point. First, all persons’ facial expressions vary in different ways. Here, only few expression dynamics contribute to the change in expressions while performing cyber abuse. Second, the analytics that increase the accuracy for common pattern finding, degrade the accuracy for individual pattern finding.

Noise Reduction from Clusters: The results obtained so far exhibit potential for substantial further improvement. It happens due to the fact that while marking clusters we mark all the photos of a corresponding post to a single cluster as per its context (i.e., “abusive” or “non-abusive”). However, it is a reality that expressions reflected for abusive activity or cyber abuse may not occur for the entire interaction time for that post, and it may occur only for a small time frame within that episode. Accordingly, we need to target only those photos that actually exhibits the distinctive facial feature corresponding to the abusive activity. All other photos or expressions are the normal expressions. To enable better ground truth, we employ a filtration procedure wherein the features we identify earlier are compared as they are generated for an episode of abuse and otherwise. Only those features (captured during an abusive episode) that are distinct from the ones captured during a normal episode are used to train to detect abusive patterns. With this procedure, we train with multiple persons’ data with four normalized distance dynamics with Random Forest classifier algorithm after incorporating the filtering task, and then test on others for detecting abusive activities. Now, the accuracy increases up to from a minimum of 61% to a maximum of having an average accuracy of 67%. These results exhibit substantially better performance than the earlier ones.

5 REAL-TIME DETECTION MODULE

Upon performing the above off-line analysis we integrate our training set inside “Social Net” to build a real-time cyber abuse detection module. To perform the machine learning in real-time, we use machine learning module from OpenCV [51]. We implement Random Forest algorithm for the purpose of training using the method CvRTrees::train using four normalized facial dynamics training data, which are divided into “abusive” and “non-abusive” clusters. As per our proposed method, only OpenCV will run at the user-end to extract facial features (a few bytes in size), which will then be sent to social networking servers to enable Random Forest algorithm for the cyber abuse identification task. As the social networking servers are generally equipped with high-end resources, running the algorithm should not be too heavy for it. Besides, real-time image processing applications similar to the underlying operation of OpenCV already exist in smartphone applications such as Snapchat [52].

In our real-time module, we first capture photos using the user device and then send the captured photos to real-time detection module operating in the server. In the server, upon extracting and normalizing the facial distance features, we perform the prediction task to identify an abusive activity. Upon such identification, we generate an alarm and deliver that to the GUI of “Social Net” (figure 6). To avoid users’ discomforts for getting too many frequent alarm messages, we present only one alarm message into GUI in case of identification of an abusive activity. Alongside, we also store information about such abusive activity happening in the server for social networking site administrators to monitor the activities of the perpetrator. We present an usability study of such information later in this paper.
6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND RESULTS

We evaluate performance of our proposed approach through real experimentation. Here, first, we present demography of the users to show an overview on variation in them that eventually indicates inefficiency of textual analysis based cyber abuse detection.

6.1 Demography on Users and Interacted Texts

Figure 7 shows the user demography of our participants. Here, we experiment with fifteen participants and let them use our customized application “Social Net”. Later, we included five more adults to use our real-time implementation. We first present a brief overview to participants on how to use “Social Net” without telling the motive of our research as mentioned earlier. We set up an experimental environment inside a laboratory and we invite the participants to use the “Social Net” application individually.

It is worth mentioning that there remains a diversity in hometowns shown in Figure 7b. This diversity results in varieties over the usages of language and choices of words. Here, we find that the participants mostly tend to use native language Bengali and react to contents written in Bengali. However, they are mostly reluctant to use Bengali letters and mostly used English letters even to write comments in Bengali. In our experiment, we observed that 173 Bengali words are written in English letters and 112 words are written in English. Moreover, only 4 words are written in Bengali letters by a single user. We have also observed a fair amount of spelling mistakes done by the participants. Code mixing [9] is done by 12 participants. All these events show how inefficient it will be if only textual analytics are used for cyber abuse detection. These variations make it near-to-impossible to devise a generalized solution using textual analysis. Nonetheless, we had to label the collected data manually (along with ten volunteers used in the labeling task) to divide the interacted contents into the two clusters for these reasons.

6.2 Experimental Settings

Users interact with “Social Net” through giving likes, writing comments, etc. While doing so, our application capture photos at the interval of 150 milliseconds. We collect 31500 sample points (Table 1) with recordings of their photos, interactions, timing and comments. Each sample point includes 15 distance vectors (as mentioned in Section 3.1). Among all these sample points, 5,925 sample points got marked as “abusive” and 25,575 sample points were marked as “non-abusive”.

6.3 Experimental Results

First, we explore with machine learning algorithms and find the best fit for our purpose. For running the machine learning algorithm, we divide each person’s data into 80% training and 20% testing datasets. We utilize “WEKA” [50], a machine learning tool, to apply several machine learning algorithms in this way. We get the best performance of 98% accuracy with Random Forest algorithms (Table 2).

Table 2: Accuracy (%) of machine learning (ML) algorithms with our system (minimum, maximum, average, and Standard deviation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ML algorithms</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>STD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest [48]</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Committee [55]</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Tree [56]</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer Perception [57]</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive-Bayes [58]</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagging [59]</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Henceforth, we will use Random Forest algorithm for machine learning. Here, we perform our experiments in two ways. First, we feed individual dataset to “Weka”. We obtain 98% average accuracy (a maximum of 100%) while training with individual’s own dynamics and testing on the same person (Figure 8).

To calculate these values, we combine both accurate predictions of “abusive” and “non-abusive” cases and took average of all users. Table 3 presents statistical measures related to these. Next, we took a step further towards finding the common pattern, i.e., a generalized solution that would work in cross-person manner. First, we combine eight persons’ data and test on other persons separately. Results show that testing on other persons’ data exhibit an accuracy of 10% to 20% with 15 distance dynamics without selecting four key dynamics as explained earlier (Figure 9a).

Figure 8: Results of abusive activity detection for training and testing over the same person

Figure 7: Demography of Users
Table 3: Measures of relevance for abusive activity detection for the same person

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Fifteen normalized features</th>
<th>Four normalized features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.9787</td>
<td>0.9025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.9857</td>
<td>0.9025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False-positive rate</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.0214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False-Negative rate</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
<td>0.0975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1-score</td>
<td>0.9821</td>
<td>0.9025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Abusive activity detection with all fifteen distances

(b) Abusive activity detection with 4 normalized distances

Figure 9: Results of abusive activity detection for training (over 12 people) and testing over different sets of persons

then test with four normalized facial features. Here, the results improve up to 58% (Figure 9b). Then, we perform noise reduction as presented earlier and conduct the analysis again. Here, the results improve up to 74% (Figure 9b) and an average of 67%. Table 4 summarizes statistical measures of this case. Here, we train with two different numbers of persons (8 and 12). The results demonstrate that the detection performance improves with an increase in the number of persons under training.

Next, we integrate our best-achieved alternative (training on twelve persons’ data with noise elimination) in our real-time detection module inside "Social Net". We conduct an experimentation on five persons with the real-time detection module. Here, we get a total of 57 comments out of which 31 are found abusive. In this case, we present more provoking posts, and this is why we could collect more abusive comments. Table 5 shows accuracies for the five participants in this experiment, which demonstrates an average accuracy of 69%. This average accuracy is close to that we have found in the last case, i.e., the average accuracy of 67%. Table 6 presents statistical measure corresponding to this experiment.

We also calculate time requirement for abusive activity detection by our system. We find that our system takes only 40 seconds to train and build the model using Random Forest based classification algorithm on an average with 12 persons’ data. Since, the training of the system will be done one time at the beginning and social media server computers are equipped with high configuration, it will not have any notable performance issue on the real-time prediction. Thus, remaining concern is the prediction time. With our proposed solution, it takes only 0.35 seconds on an average to predict an activity as abusive or non-abusive. Thus, it can be implemented in real-time application, which will help to prevent abuse rather than detect afterwards.

Table 5: Accuracy (%) of our real-time detection module

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Module accuracy</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.1 Usability Study. Upon completion of the system evaluation study we want to know about the usability status of our proposed real-time cyber abuse detection module. To do so, we prepare a questionnaire that we present to the five participants after they used our "Social Net" application with real-time cyber abuse detection module. Table 7 summarizes the questions that we present to the participants. These questions focus about the user interaction experience with our system and comfortability on future use of this proposed approach for cyber abuse detection in real-time. We also present a comment box to the participants to express themselves freely about our proposed system’s usefulness.

Table 6: Measures of relevance for abusive activity detection using our real-time cyber-abuse detection module

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.7500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.6774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False-positive rate</td>
<td>0.2692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False-Negative rate</td>
<td>0.3226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1-score</td>
<td>0.7119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7: Outcomes of usability study on 5-point Likert scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Do you think that our cyber abuse detection was accurate?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Do you think that our application is very natural to use?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>Do you think that our application does not create any discomfort while using?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>Will it be okay to use our application knowing that such detection module is in operation?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>Do you think that this approach has an effect on the mind to discourage cyber abuse?</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We let the participants answer or express their opinion based on the 5-point Likert scale. Here, ‘1’ refers to ‘strongly disagree’, ‘2’ refers to ‘disagree’, ‘3’ refers to ‘undecided’, ‘4’ refers to ‘agree’, and ‘5’ refers to ‘strongly agree’.

We find from this study that participants agree to use a social network service even if they are aware that a system like ours is present to detect abuse. In the comment box, which was included with the questionnaire, P4 said "I felt guilty for the words that I used in my comment after viewing the notification." P1 said "It forced me to think do I really need to write harsh thinks to anyone." Thus, we expect our proposed architecture to play a vital role in cyber-abuse detection in real-time and help combat it.

6.3.2 Experimental Findings. A closer look at our experimental results reveal noteworthy findings. We present some of them below:

- Our proposed architecture can achieve an accuracy up to 100% (an average of 98%) for identifying abusive behavior while being trained by the same person’s data.
- In case of training with a dataset of multiple persons’ data and then testing on others (not participated in training set), we achieved accuracy up to 74% (an average of 67%).
- Considering all fifteen dynamics provides the best results for individual cases (training and testing on the same person), however, considering only four specialized dynamics provides best results for collective cases (training and testing over different sets of people).
- Intervention mechanisms can be implemented based on our proposed architecture both for warning the user and storing abusive activity at the back-end for administrative action. Our implemented real-time cyber abuse detection system gives a maximum accuracy of 72% (an average accuracy of 69%) that closely matches with our previous findings for abusive activity detection with our proposed four facial feature dynamics. A usability study also confirms user acceptance of our system.

7 HCI THEORETICAL ADVANCEMENT THROUGH OUR WORK

First of all, the core field that we work on is to establish the relation between behavioral aspects and facial features. Here, we find correlations between facial expressions and complex human behavioral aspects specifically for cyber abusive behavior shown by a person. We reveal correlations using image processing and machine learning. We also identify a commonality to a certain extent over human facial characteristics while exhibiting abusive behavior on social media. We find that machine learning can achieve immense success to extract such human behavior. Finally, through a real-time module experimentation, we observe that even when participants know their activities are being monitored, they can engage in abusive activities. This characteristic also agrees with current system in social media where people do abuse, despite existence of manual reporting options. Nonetheless, participants also indicated that their abusive behavior may change upon a notification.

8 CONCLUSION

Cyber abuse is an imminent threat to both children and grown-ups on social media, which can cause imbalance in sustainability towards social and technological growth. Its impact has been very bad in recent times. Therefore, a generalized solution going beyond contemporary specialized NLP based solutions for detecting cyber abuse becomes necessary. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new methodology using facial feature points that exhibit an ability to detect cyber abuse activities in general. Our exploitation of facial expression dynamics for the purpose of detecting cyber abuse is the first of its kind in the literature to the best of our knowledge. Our proposed methodology achieves an integrated real-time detection module with an average accuracy of 98% through training by the same user’s facial dynamics and an accuracy up to 74% for generalized pattern recognition through training by other users’ facial dynamics. We demonstrate the performance through real experimentation and user evaluation. In future, we plan to perform an empirical study on the users’ experience to observe the effectiveness of interventions using our proposed methodology.
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